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DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

DUROPAL COMPACT 
WORKTOPS
THE LATEST TREND 
IN KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
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DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS
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In the kitchen, no other surface is used as intensively as a worktop. 

A worktop is expected to be resistant to abrasion, scratching and 

high temperature, as well as  safe when coming into contact 

 with food. It is also a very important element of the kitchen design.  

RESPONSE TO CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

Our offer of Duropal Compact Worktops is a response to both 

customer expectations in terms of quality and durability, as well 

as the current trends in interior design: decorative worktops with 

a modest thickness are perfect for modern, elegant kitchens 

as an alternative to natural stone.

HIGHEST QUALITY  

Duropal Compact Worktops are made of solid, 

compact high pressure laminate 12 mm thick, which 

provides increased resistance to impact, humidity 

and other factors that worktops are exposed to during 

everyday use.

INTERESTING DESIGN  

Our collection consists of 12 impressive decors, including 

modern uni decors, extremely authentic stone decors, 

as well as decors imitating natural wood.



DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOP  
A thin worktop with extraordinary properties. 

With its simple style it reflects 

the latest trends 

in interior design.
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DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

Exceptional properties

RESISTANT TO: 

•  impacts

•  hot steam

•  coffee and tea stains

•  red wine stains

•  high temperatures

 TIMELESS ELEGANCE:

•  exclusive and modern design

•   solid core in three colours: 

     white, grey and black

•  unique thickness of 12 mm

•  no additional edging needed

EXTRAORDINARY DURABILITY:

•  the highest quality, durable, high-

    pressure laminate 

•  self-supporting and non-corrosive

•  impact resistant 

•  resistant to high temperatures 

    and hot steam 
•  resistant to dirt and coffee, tea and 

    wine stains 

•  water-resistant throughout

RELIABLE FUNCTIONALITY:

•  holds the food safety certificate

•  easy to care, suitable for dry and wet 

    cleaning

•  resistant to solvents and disinfectants 

•  easy to process

DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

Accessories
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DUROPAL HPL COMPACT 
UPSTAND

Duropal HPL Compact Upstands are available in the 

following size: 4,100 x 120 x 12 mm (top edge  

bevelled).

This accessory offers an affordable and hygienic 

alternative to wall tiling.

Expand your Duropal Compact Worktops with 

a matching Duropal HPL Compact Upstand.

DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOP WITH 

FINISHED EDGES

All 12 Duropal Compact Worktops include finished 

edges as shown in the accompanying image. 

Worktops of size 4,100 x 640 x 12mm are bevelled 

on one long edge.

Worktops of size 4,100 x 950 x 12mm are bevelled 

on both long edges.

Ideal format for use in free-standing breakfast bars.

１ mm

１ mm

１ mm

１ mm

Impregnated 
craft paper, black

Melamine impregnated 
decorative paper

Decorative Backing



R55004 
Ponderosa Pine
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F76044 
Bellato grey
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DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

Inspirations

DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

Inspirations



DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

Decors
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A B C D

1

2

3

U11102                                                           CM
Chalk

U12188                                                          CM 
Light Grey

U12290                                                         CM
Anthracite

F76026                                                          GR 
Ceramic Rust

F76044                                                         CM 
Bellato grey

F76054                                                          GR 
Metallic brown

R20065                                                         RC 
Dark Mountain Oak

R55004                                                         RC 
Ponderosa Pine

S60019                                                         GR 
Crick

S63007                                                         CM 
Oriental Stone brown

S63009                                                        CM 
Carrara Marble

S63028                                                        CM 
Nero Portoro

UNIQUE COLLECTION OF DECORS

UNIVERSAL FORMAT
All Duropal Compact Worktops are available in the following sizes: 

4,100 x 640 x 12 mm,

4,100 x 950 x 12 mm

MONOCHROMATIC CORE
Depending on the chosen décor, we offer three core colours: 

white, grey and black.
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DUROPAL COMPACT WORKTOPS

Textures

AUTHENTIC TEXTURES

Decor Reference                               Texture Core

U11102 Chalk CM white

U12188 Light Grey CM grey

U12290 Anthracite CM black

F76026 Ceramic Rust GR black

F76044 Bellato grey CM grey

F76054 Metallic brown GR black

Decor Reference                               Texture Core

R20065 Dark Mountain Oak RC black

R55004 Ponderosa Pine RC black

S60019 Crick GR black

S63007 Oriental Stone brown CM black

S63009 Carrara Marble CM grey

S63028 Nero Portoro CM black

This rugged but uniform stone structure is impressive  

due to its great depth. Solid Granite (GR) is sharp  

and precise in every detail. Fine differences in height,  

discreet changes in the elevations and the silky matt  

surface appear authentic and of a high quality.  

Classic fine-structured stones, artificial stones  

and concrete can be combined excellently with  

Solid Granite. Dark, neutral uni decors visually  

transform this structure into granite.

The Rustic (RC) structure complements the family  

of Rustic Wood structures. In contrast to RU and RT, 

the streaked, universal softwood structure does not 

have a matt-gloss effect and thus appears even  

more authentic. 

Supermatt (CM) complements the extensive range  

of matt structures.  Uniform and with a soft  

appearance, CM offers an even greater matt  

alternative to Semi Matt (SM / MS).  Compared to  

Semi Matt, the puristice Supermatt has a reduced 

gloss level with a comparable soft, silky appearance.

GR Solid Granite

RC Rustic

CM Supermatt



S63007 
Oriental Stone 
brown
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F76026 
Ceramic Rust
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© Copyright 2020 Pfleiderer Group.

This information has been compiled with the greatest care. Nevertheless we can assume no liability for the correctness, completeness 

and up-to-dateness of this information. Colour deviations caused by the printingtechnology are possible

In view of the ongoing further development and adaptation of our products, possible amendments to the relevant standards, laws

and regulations, our technical data sheets and product documentation expressly do not constitute a legally binding assurance

of the properties described there. In particular no guarantee of suitability for a concrete application can be derived. It is therefore

the personal responsibility of the individual user in all cases to check the processing and suitability of the products described in this

document for the intended application in advance, and to take into consideration the legal framework and the respective state-of-the-art. 

We furthermore expressly draw attention to the applicability of our General Terms and Conditions.

Our General Terms and Conditions can be found on our Internet website: www.pfleiderer.pl

Pfleiderer employs wood from certified
sustainable forest management

Pfleiderer Group is the leading producer of materials and solutions for furniture, construction and building

industries. The company’s annual turnover is ca. EUR 1 billion. The company employs approximately

3,600 people. The headquarters of the group are located in Wrocław (Poland) and in Neumarkt
(Germany). Pfleiderer has 9 production facilities in Germany and Poland as well as sales offices in the

United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, Austria, Romania and France.

Pfleiderer Group offers a wide range of innovative products and solutions for companies representing

the furniture industry, trade in wood-based materials, as well as companies dealing with interior finishing

or skeletal construction, etc. Pfleiderer owns such brands as Duropal and Thermopal and is a trade partner

for industry, trade, craft, designers and architects. As Pfleiderer Group S.A. the corporation is listed on the
Warsaw Stock Exchange.
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72 H-SAMPLE SERVICE

Tel.: + 48 71 747 1077

Fax: + 48 71 747 1140

samples@pfleiderer.com

Pfleiderer UK Limited · Greenway House · Larkwood Way  · Tytherington Business Park  ·  Macclesfield  ·  Cheshire SK10 2XR  ·   ENGLAND

Tel.: +44 (0) 16 25 660 410 · Fax: +44 (0) 16 25 617 301 · info@pfleiderer.co.uk

Pfleiderer Deutschland GmbH · Ingolstädter Straße 51 · 92318 Neumarkt · Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 91 81 / 28 480 · Fax: +49 (0) 91 www.pfleiderer.com


